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Given a fixed line L (in R”) and a uniform distribution of points (c) on the unit 
sphere, L(t,), the point of intersection of L and the hyperplane P .c = 0, leads to a 
mapping X, : R” -+ R, which is shown to have a Cauchy distribution. 0 1992 
Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
To motivate the characterization problems (to be posed), we consider 
the following. Let Y be a stochastic (m - ) vector for which Ey = Xp, where 
X is a known m x n (design) matrix and fl is an n-vector of unknown 
regression parameters. Then fi, the least squares estimator (LSE) of fi, 
satisfies the equation: (X’X) j?, = X’Y. When X’X is not of full rank, addi- 
tional constraints are imposed on b in order that the LSE may be defined 
uniquely. In the absence of a physically natural form of such a (linear) con- 
straint, often this choice is made rather arbitrarily. In some random effects 
or mixed models, when Rank(X’X) = n - 1, an additional random con- 
straint is taken as c’p =O, where )/c)[ = 1. In robust regression (cf. Huber 
[3, p. 170]), when n is large, often c is chosen at random with respect 
to the invariant measure on the unit sphere [(c/I = 1. In the context 
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of asymptotic normality of estimators, Huber [ 3) assumed that 
Rank(X’X) =n, and we shall see that a different picture emerges when 
Rank(X’X) is less than n. Suppose that Rank(X’X) = n - 1 and let c’s = 0 
be an additional constraint such that I(c\( = 1. Let fi, be the solution satis- 
fying (X’X) b, = X’Y and c’s, = 0. Let v be the eigenvector corresponding 
to the null eigenvalue of X’X. Then B, may be written as 
,where fiO is any particular solution of (X’X) fi = X’Y (and is therefore a 
random variable). Thus, given flO, we may write 
tbc - bd = m%,/w,1~ (2) 
and its conditional distribution, given no, is generated exclusively by the 
uniform distribution of c on the spherical surface. Note that v is non- 
stochastic (as X’X is), so that the key factor on the right-hand side of (2) 
is the ratio (c’&,)/(c’v), where B,, is held fixed. This leads us to the following 
problem. 
For two arbitrary points b and v in R", let L(t) = b + tv, t E R be a given 
line. Let S”- ’ = (c: c’c = 1 } be the unit sphere, and for every c E S”- ‘, let 
P(c) be the hyperplane defined by P . c = 0, P E R". Let L(t,) = b + ( te) v be 
the point at which L and P(c) intersect, for c E S”- ‘. Define then 
x, = X,(c) = sign(b) IIUt,) - UO)ll = skn(td IhI IlvlL CE r-l. (3) 
Assuming that c has a uniform distribution on the sphere S”- ‘, we show 
that for every n > 2, X, has the same distribution as aX+ d, where a and 
d are real numbers and X has the standard Cauchy distribution. Some 
other related characterization results are also considered in the same view. 
For a clear interpretation of (3), we first present the geometrical picture 
pertaining to the case of n = 2, Fig. 1. 
Note that if c. v = 0, then L is parallel to P(c), so that t, is +_ 00. Thus, 
we may exclude the case of c. v = 0. Since, for any given v, with respect to 
the uniform distribution of c on S”-‘, these points (for which c-v =0) 
have a null probability measure, we may as well concentrate on 
s:-‘={cES”-‘:c.v#O}. (4) 
Next, we may note that the picture in Fig. 1 extends directly to the 
n-dimensional case, for n > 2, although for n 24, intuition may run 
contrary to the complexity of the geometrical representation. Further, note 
that by definition of L(r) and P(c), 
(b+t,v).c=Oat,= -(b.c)/(v.c), (5) 
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FIGURE 1 
and this makes the relevance of SC-’ more clear. In this setup, b and v 
need not be orthogonal to each other, although this orthogonality will 
induce some simplifications in the representations to follow. As such, in 
Theorem 1 we consider the case of (b, v) : b.v=O and llbll= llvll= 1. The 
general case of arbitrary (b, v) is then treated in Theorem 2. In Theorem 3 
we consider a class of probability distribution for c over S”- ‘, giving rise 
to the Cauchy distribution under X,. These three main theorems are 
presented in Section 2. The concluding section deals with some statistical 
applications. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
First, we consider the orthonormal case and present the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let b, v in R”, such that b-b= 1 =v.v and bav=O. Then, 
for every n > 2, defining X, by (3), we have 
P{X,<x}=1/2+~-‘tan-‘(x), XER. (6) 
so that X, has a standard Cauchy distribution. 
Proof Note that in this orthonormal case, b and v also align on 9-l 
and they are orthogonal to each other. Then, by (3) and (5), we have 
X,=t,= -(b.c)/(v.c). (7) 
At this stage, we make use of the following characterization of the spherical 
uniform distribution. Let 2 = (Z,, . . . . Z,) be an n-vector, where the Z, are 
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independent and identically distributed random variables, each having the 
standard normal distribution. Then 2 has the standard spherical normal 
distribution (which has equiprobability contours given by the spheres 
z . z = 8, d>, 0) (for example, see Cambanis, Huang, and Simons [23 and 
Letac [S]). Thus, noting that c has the uniform distribution on S”-‘, we 
may set 
c=,JIZlJ-‘z; l)Z)12=Z.Z, (8) 
where = D stands for the equality of distribution. As such, by (7) and (8), 
we have 
~,=.-C~~~1I~Il-‘~~1/C~~~lI~Il-‘~~1=~~~~~/~~~~~. (9) 
Now, any given b (and v), b. Z (and v . Z) have normal distributions with 
mean 0 and variance )I b 1) ’ = 1 (and 11 v1) 2 = 1 ), and b . v = 0 ensures that b . Z 
and v. Z are independent. Hence, (-b . Z)/(v . Z) is the ratio of two 
independent standard normal variates, and therefore, it has the standard 
Cauchy distribution. Q.E.D. 
In the more general case of b . v # 0, we let 
b” = I(b(j -’ b, v”= (JvJ(-‘v, u”.vo=o, UOE s-l, (10) 
b”=avo+(1-a2)1/2uo. (11) 
Then, note that 
a=b”~vo=(b~v)/{llbll llvll), (12) 
(1 -a2)‘12= [l -(b.v)2/{llb112 I\v~\~}]“~. (13) 
TI-EOREM 2. For given b, v in R”, define A‘,, as in (3) and a and 
- .. (1 - a2)“2 as in (12) and (13). Then 
Wn+(b.v) Ilvll-‘YWl12-(b+92 Il~ll-~=d. 
where X has the standard Cauchy distribution, 
Proof. Note that by (3) and (4) 
xn=t,llvll= -llvll WMv4) 
= - llvll {llbll (b” .cYllvll b” 4) 
= -lIbll Ub”4/(vo4) 
= -llbll (a+(1-a2)“2(uo~c)/(vo~c)) [Iby (11)l 
= -alIbII -(l -a2)‘12 )JbJ] (u”.c)/(vo.c). 
(14) 
(15) 
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Therefore, 
(X,+allbll)/{(l-~r~)“~Ilbll}= -(u”c)/(voc). (16) 
Since, u”, v” are orthonormal, by Theorem 1, -(u” .c)/(v” . c) has the 
standard Cauchy distribution, and hence, (14) follows from (16) and 
(llb(12). Q.E.D. 
We now show that X,(c) can have the Cauchy distribution without c 
being uniformly distributed over S”- ‘. Let v be the uniform probability 
measure over S”- ‘, and ~1 be a probability measure over S”- ’ such that for 
every set E c S”- ’ we have 
p(EuE”)=v(EuE”)=2v(E). 
where E” = {p E S”- ’ 1 -p G E}. Then we have 
(17) 
THEOREM 3. If c is p-distributed over S-l, then X,(e) has the Ctzuchy 
distribution. 
Proof In considering the case b . b = 1 = v. v and b. v = 0, we may 
assume that the line L is given by L(t)=e, + te,, e,, . . . . e,, are the 
standard basis for R” (since the probability distribution of X, is invariant 
under the group of rotations of R”). 
Let Sz- ’ = the upper half of (S”- ‘-equator). For given t E R, consider 
the corresponding point L(t) =r,~ R”. Then we have X,(c) = t for all 
c E Sz- ’ n P(r,). Let E, be that cross section of SE- ’ bounded by P(e,) and 
P(r,) and intersects R: (the positive orthant of R”). Then we have 
P{X,<t}=p{E,uE:} 
= 2v(E,} 
= the area of E,/the area of St- ‘. (18) 
Let 0 be the angle between P(e,) and P(r,). Ox I!?< n. Then the area of 
E, = O( ad2 - l/f(n/2)). Let 4 = 8 - 7r/2, then since Tan(d) = t and the area 
of Sz-’ = 7r”12/r(n/2), we have 
&2 
P(X,<t)=- 
20/2 1 
+bX s=i+iTan-l(t), tsR. (19) 
The case where b and v are not orthonormal follows from Theorem 2. 
Q.E.D. 
Corresponding to the random vector C on s”- ‘, we consider the 
following well known transformation (see [ 1 I), 
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C1=sinD,-, 
C2=cos D,-, sin D,-, 
C,_l=~~~DnP1 ... cosD,sinD, 
C,=cos D,-, .‘. cos D,, (20) 
and let C = (C,, ,.., C,)‘, D = (Dl, . . . . D,- 1)‘. Then noting that the area 
element associated with D is given by 
n-1 
A(D) = fl (cos Di)i- ‘. (21) 
i=l 
we readily obtain that the uniform distribution of C on S”- ’ and (21) 
ensure that D 1, . . . . D, _ 1 are independent with probability density functions 
W) g,, . ..v g, _ 1, respectively, where 
g,(d)= m-‘9 --71<d<q (22) 
gi(d)=[2j-2,($~)]-‘cosj-1d, -nJ2<d<nJ2. (23) 
for j = 2, . . . . n - 1. Further, note that in Theorem 1, X, is invariant under 
the group of rotations of R”. Hence, without any loss of generality, we may 
set 
L(t) = e, + te,, tER, (24) 
where e,, . . . . e, are the standard basis for R”. In this setup, for C E S”- ’ 
and orthonormal (b, v), we have 
X,,=C,jC,,=(-tanD.B,)[~$cosDj]P1, (25) 
which is a product of n - 1 independent random variables. Combining (6) 
and (25), we arrive at the following. 
THEOREM 3. For every m > 1, there exist m independent (and non- 
degenerate) random variables X1, . . . . X,,, (say), such that 
(Xl . . . X,) = D X, a standard Cauchy variable. (26) 
The following corollary follows directly from (26). 
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COROLARY 3.1. For a random variable X having the standard Cauchy 
distribution, for every m > 1 and every real ~1, there exist m independent and 
non degenerate random variables X,, . . . . X,,,, such that 
(X, .-. xm)=D IX/“. (27) 
Note that for a = 0, the result is trivially true for any X, where the Xi are 
then degenerate T.v.%. 
3. REMARKS 
1. Inspired by (5) and Theorem 1, we may consider a more general 
result. Let ci, . . . . c, be q (> 1) independent copies of c (each having the 
uniform distribution on S-i) and let 
Y= fi {(b..cJ(v-cj)} = fi Yj, say, (28) 
j=l j=l 
where, l)blj = I~v/ = 1 and b. v = 0. Then Y has the same distribution as 
the product of q standard Cauchy variables. Similarly, if we let 
W= {c’(bb’) c>/{c’(vv’) c> = (c . b)2/(c .v)‘, we have 
w=o x2, i.e., (1 + Y)-’ =D /I( l/2, l/2), (29) 
whenever b and v are orthonormal. Further, in Theorems 1 and 2, it is not 
necessary to assume that c has a uniform distribution on the unit sphere. 
Since (5) is scale-equivariant, we could have taken this sphere of an 
arbitrary radius d ( >O). 
2. Laha [4, Theorem 2.11 showed: If X and Y are (i) independent, 
(ii) identically distributed with common distribution function F, and 
(iii) W= X/Y is Cauchy, symmetric about 0, then F has the following four 
properties: 
(1) Symmetric about 0. 
(2) F is absolutely continuous and has continuous p.d.f. f(x) > 0. 
(3) X has unbounded range. 
(4) f satisfies 
s omf(x)f(w) x dx = C,,/( 1 + u’) 
for all U, where C, is constant. 
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Consider the following problem: “Let X and Y be two random variables 
with joint distribution function F, y and marginals F, and Fy, such that 
X/Y is standard Cauchy. What kind of general conditions must hold on 
F x, *, F,, and Fy.” 
Some partial answers: 
THEOREM 4. Let X and Y be identically distributed random variables with 
common distribution function F such that XJY is standard Cauchy. Then X 
and Y are independent iff F has the four properties mentioned above. 
Proof The “if” part follows from Laha’s theorem. For “only if”: Let 
n = 2 in (20), X= C, and Y = Cz, That shows that if X and Y are not 
independent, then F does not satisfy these properties. 
On the other hand, if we assume that X and Y are independent (but not 
identically distributed) such that X/Y is standard Cauchy, then Fx and FY 
do not have to satisfy these four properties simultaneously. This may be 
seen by considering m = 3 in (20) and the ratio C,/C3. Q.E.D. 
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